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H.P. SLEEVE
KERR TOTALCARE

Disposable cover for
handpieces, ultrasonic
scalers, jet polishers. The
sleeves are made from a
super soft plastic material
that allows users to hold
handpiece easily and
maintain tactile feel.

500/Pkg.
9551660   1 1/4" W x 10" L Straight [4000]
9551662   2" W x 10" L Contra Angle [4050]

DENTA-SLEEVE
PRACTICON, INC  

Unlike traditional 4" x 4" gauze
sponges, Denta-Sleeves provide
complete contact of your
disinfectant with dental device
surfaces to assure no bare spots.
Simply saturate sleeves and
slide over handpieces. Also
keeps sterilized instruments
covered until use. Cover suction
controls, saliva ejectors, slow
and high speed handpieces,
intraoral scopes and other
sensitive instruments. 

100/Pkg.
9542130   6" [12110]                                          
9542132   9" [12111]                                           

DISPOSA-SHIELD
DENTSPLY PROFESSIONAL

Disposable covers are designed to protect 
high-touch dental equipment and surfaces. 
They are shaped for a beter fit and will reduce
clean-up time between patients. 

500/Pkg.
Universal Air/Water Syringe, 
6.625" x 2.25"
8041200  [A880075]

Low Speed 
Long Handpiece, 7.75" x 1.25" 
8041202   [A880065]

T-Bar Type Light Handle 
3.5" x 6.75"
8041220   [A880085]

Low Speed Contra-Angle Handpiece 
8.5"
8041225   [A880055]

COVER-ALL INFECTION
CONTROL FILM
KERR TOTALCARE

This thin sheet of
adhesive plastic
effectively covers
anything you might
touch during a 
procedure. It is 
disposable, easy to
apply and remove, and will not leave a residue.
The table top dispenser makes removal of films
quick and effortless. It will dispense all adhesive
films up to 4" wide. 

2 1/2" x 6", 600/Pkg.
9551672    Clear [3715-C]                                  

4" x 6", 1200/Pkg.
9551644   Clear [3700-C]                                 
9551670   Blue [3710-B]                                   
                 
Dispenser for 4"x 6"
9551675   [1600]      

CURE SLEEVE
KERR TOTALCARE

The Cure Sleeve prevents 
composites from bonding to 
end of tip, which decreases 
curing depth.

400/Pkg. 
9551664   Fits 7 mm and 8 mm Tips [4500]
9551666   Fits 11 mm Tips [4511]
9551667   Fits 13 mm Tips [4513]  

CURELASTIC 
STERI-SHIELD

For use on all curing lights
and curing lasers, this snug 
fitting, latex free, translucent,
elastic barrier allows 95%+
light transmission. Two sizes
fit a wide range of curing
guides from 7 mm to 14 mm. They are made of an
elastomeric synthetic polymer and contains no
natural rubber latex. 

500/Box 
9907640  Small, 8 mm - 10 mm [088-065]
9907642  Large, 11 mm - 13 mm [088-066]

CUSTOM INTRA-ORAL
CAMERA SHEATHS
TIDI PRODUCTS

Tidi's custom camera sheaths
prevent the transfer of patient
fluids onto instruments reducing

the chance for cross contamination and produce
superior image quality. There is a "No-Touch" top
web and paper backing design. 

100/Pkg.
9529023   Schick USB Camera [20808]
9529017   Carestream 1500 Camera [21001]

Handpiece Cover for RDH Freedom
8042014   [A88018]

Syringe Type Delivery Systems, 7.5” x 1.375” 
8040030 [A88013]

IBARRIER
CROSSTEX

The iBarrier is a
unique and
custom fitting
plastic barrier
sleeve made
specifically to fit
the IPad or
Android based
tablet or remote. The clear, lightweight protective
material covers and seals to ensure devices remain
fully functionally while protecting user from cross-
contamination. The disposable sleeve provides full
coverage that is both easy and inexpensive
enough for single use to help ensure proper
infection control. 

100/Box
3416880   Tablet Sleeve [BCIB]
3416882   Remote Sleeve [BCIBRC]

KEYBOARD SLEEVES
PAC-DENT

The Keyboard sleeves are made of specially 
formulated copolymer plastic films that have
passed rigid 3rd party tests, and they satisfy 
FDA Class II requirements. 

250/Box
9069624  22" x 14" [S121]
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